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From:
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 3:48 PM
To: Commission Secretary BCUC:EX
Cc: bernice white
Subject: Radio-off $100 fee, containing $55 for 'Future changing of mind"!!!??

I have not seen in any of the MANY filed complaints, that people are aware of this hidden $55 which makes up part of the 
$100 upfront fee for choosing a radio-off meter. Perhaps people have not seen the cleverly crafted application to you from 
BC Hydro, containing their rationale for their requested fees, which spells out their proposed radio off fees on pages 3-13 
(bottom) and 3-14 and 3-15(Section3.4.2.2) .Clearly, BC Hydro should only be allowed to charge the $55 portion, if and 
when I change my mind and at some FUTURE--when? maybe? time want it changed again, to a smart meter. This 
cannot be legal or moral. 
  
  
----- Original Message -----  
From   
To   
Sent: Tuesday, November 19, 2013 7:38 PM 
Subject: FW: fees for radio-off 
 
  
  
-----Original Message----- 
From: bernice white   
Sent: November 19, 2013 12:00 PM 
To: Complaints@bcuc.com 
Cc:  
Subject: fees for radio-off 
  
I will be going to a radio-off smart meter, but must STRONGLY OBJECT to the reasoning given by BC Hydro for their 
$100 UPFRONT FEE (as well as the $20/ month fee). In their application to you for rate fee approvals, they arrive at the 
rationale for the $100 fee, by adding in a $55 FEE for the supposed ” eventuality”  that we will change our minds and 
eventually agree to a transmitting smart meter, which they would then have to come out and exchange. This is most 
unlikely to happen, and how could a “maybe” future event be charged for UPFRONT?? This is not how any company 
should operate, and is simply a punishment for our legitimate concerns. 
  
 MY MAIN CONCERN has always been that a regular transmitting smart meter device will easily be read by criminals 
trying to ascertain whether we are at home or on vacation, especially in rural areas. After all, criminals are easily able to 
scan even the secure chips on our credit cards (unless protected by foil sleeves) with their scanners---this has happened 
to me and I was only alerted to it by Visa. It is already proven that they have been illegally intercepting the transmissions 
from ‘smart meters ‘in the US, and then burglarizing properties. Thus, the radio-off meter seems more secure to me and I 
strongly object to any UPFRONT FEE, on the off chance that I MAY change my mind in the future ( BC Hydro’s rationale). 
I am a retired low income senior widow and can ill afford $100, yet want to feel secure in my home’s security. I do not see 
any provision for that as they point out other jurisdictions have done. My hope is that you will insist that BC Hydro can 
only charge that $55 fee IF AND WHEN customers require them to come out again to exchange the ‘radio off “ model for 
a regular “smart” one. 
  
Feel free to call me at  if you are able to discuss this. 
  
Bernice White  
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